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Etymology. Local legends have it that a Hindu sage named "Ne" established himself in the valley of
Kathmandu in prehistoric times, and that the word "Nepal" came into existence as the place was protected
("pala" in Pali) by the sage "Nemi".It is mentioned in Vedic texts that this region was called Nepal centuries
ago. According to the Skanda Purana, a rishi called "Nemi" used to live in the ...
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Historical earthquakes is a list of significant earthquakes known to have occurred prior to the beginning of the
20th century. As the events listed here occurred before routine instrumental recordings, they rely mainly on
the analysis of written sources. There is often significant uncertainty in location and magnitude and
sometimes date for each earthquake.
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o: ostwarts: O: Osten, Orientalis, Orien, Oriente, Orientis = East: OAB: Operational advisory broadcasts:
OAC: Osterreichischer Automobil Club: OACES: Oregon ...
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